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1.8 Dissemination and research output 

1.9 Dissertation structure 

This dissertation is organized into the following chapters: 

• Chapter 2 reviews the literature on food literacy and the wider agro-food system

and establishes the problem context for the research. In particular, this chapter

focuses on approaches that understand how individuals make sense of food

information within the wider context on the contemporary food system and how

concepts of ‘food literacy’ herald the introduction of learning and education in

this area. The chapter reviews the existing definitions and applications of food

literacy learning and highlights the gaps within the literature.

• Chapter 3 reviews the literature on mobile learning, focusing on approaches

relevant to understanding mobile learning’s role in supporting informal and

incidental forms of learning. As such, it sets forth an understanding of the

proposed tool for tackling the problem of food literacy detailed earlier in

Chapter 2. Gaps in the literature are presented at the end of this chapter.

• Chapter 4 describes the research methodology. This chapter presents the

research topic and problems, theoretical commitments, and the empirical

research design for a preliminary and a major case study. The chapter also

describes the ethical risks associated with the research and the approaches used

to manage these risks over the lifetime of the project.
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• Chapter 5 presents findings from the preliminary study and demonstrates how

these findings informed the design and development of the Red Hen Recipes

case study.

• Chapter 6 presents findings from the main case study. This includes survey and

interview data, multimodal analysis of the user-generated content, and analysis

of data from web and social media analytics.

• Chapter 7 presents relevant findings from the researcher’s reflective practice.

This chapter accounts for the position of the researcher within the study. Though

short, this chapter is a critical component for a study orientated within an

interpretivist research paradigm.

• Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation by presenting a discussion of the findings

from the study and how they address the four research questions. This chapter

relates the findings from the study to the research from the wider body of

literature on food literacy and mobile learning. The chapter highlights the

study’s contributions to the body of knowledge, its limitations and offers

suggestions for future work.
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Table 6.1. Demographic data of the RHR participant cohort 
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Country of residence

Dependents
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Age 

Children and dependents 
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Figure 6.2 Age ranges in the Red Hen Recipes project (Total n=32) 

6.2.1.2 Occupation, hobbies and interests, and motivations 

Occupation 

Hobbies and interests 

18-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-45 46-55 56-65
Over 
65

No. of People 1 1 10 7 8 1 4 0
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6
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12

N
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f 

P
eo

pl
e 



Food (48 refs; 28 people) 

not 

• Methods of Food Production (33 refs)

• Food (6 refs)

• Food Types (5 refs)

• Nutrition or health (4 refs)

• Volunteering at the UTS Food Co-Op (1 ref)
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Multimodal meaning making (45 refs; 23 individuals) 

 

Sports and fitness (34 refs; 21 participants) 

 

Environmentalism and other interests (33 refs; 17 participants) 



Motivations 

Interested in an aspect of the food system  (15 refs; 14 participants) 

Community dimensions (13 refs; 13 participants) 

Interest in the project or Red Hen Recipes concept (11 refs; 11 participants) 
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Skills and activities (5 refs; 5 participants) 

do 

 

Learning (4 refs; 4 participants) 

6.2.1.3 Food: Attitudes, beliefs, behaviours and learning 
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Convenience (32 refs) 

Values and beliefs (24 refs) 

(Participant, Survey 1)  



Cost and price (16 refs) 
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Motivations for producing or sourcing your own food 



Promoting awareness and learning about farming 
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Table 6.3 In an average week how often do you cook food from scratch? 

Times per week No. of people % of total 
(n=32) 
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6.2.1.4 Technology Ownership and Use  

All participants had a mobile phone 

during

Categorized by type of learning12 Reason No. of 
people 

% of total 
(n=32) 

Formal Learning 

Informal 
Learning

Face to face

Learnt from family 22 69 

Technologically 
mediated 

Self-taught  
(e.g. recipe books, 
magazines, 
information on the 
internet, food blogs, 
experimenting) 

31 97 
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Figure 6.7 Comparison in mobile device usage between tablet and mobile phone for 
participants who owned both devices (n =19) 

Navigating between multiple devices 



 

Table 6.6 Taking photos across single and multiple devices  

Photos  No. of people 
(n=32) 

8 

17 

7 

Table 6.7 Taking video across single and multiple devices 

Video No. of people 
(n=21) 

17

4 

Table 6.8 Reading e-Books across single and multiple devices 

Reading of e-Books No. of people 
(n=15) 
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6.2.2.1 Overview 
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Figure 6.8 Excerpt and exemplar of Red Hen Recipe types 



 

Figure 6.9 Recipe types represented on recipes, maps, and browsing features 
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Table 6.9 Categories of Recipes Generated on the RHR ebsite 
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Recipe Icon Description of Recipe Category 
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Recipes16 

Participant 
Recipes Excerpt from Participant Example 
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Sustainable Shopper
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Greenthumbed Grower
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Ultimo Community Garden. Garden members meet 
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Forager ‘Picked from a Jasmine bush on Plaza Santa Cruz.’ 
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l Productive Producer 

‘I focus mainly on Saddleback pigs, a breed native to the 
south of England. They are very good at getting fat so 
they need to lead an active outdoor life with a carefully 
managed diet. They generally live up to 7 or 8 months 
and reach weights of 70 - 90 kgs.’

Savvy Seller 

Other

TOTAL
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Red Hen Recipe Types: How did people source their produce? 
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It is a tuber grown organically by Hapi on his Field to Feast farm at Catherine 

Field on the outskirts of Sydney’). Other people visited the farm (n=3) where their 
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produce was grown. It was less common for people to find out information about an 

ingredient solely through online information. To find out where and how their produce was 

grown one person emailed the primary producer and another person visited the farm’s 

website. One person gave no response, however this individual was not successful in 

tracing information on the origins of their ingredient.  

Red Hen Ingredients: What foods did people source and trace? 

none

Categories and SEO Tags: How do people describe their final dish? 
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Ex
am

pl
e i

m
ag

e

Image A Image B 

Figure 6.12 Objective and subjective images 

Represented participants 

how 

what 

what 

what where 



PhD Dissertation

Image A Image B 

Figure 6.13 Still life and symbolism in participant photography 

Still life and symbolism  

Image A

 



Narratives and processes OR offers of information 

offer 

Image A picking 

Image B

within 

Image 
Type 

Image depicting action or 
story Image as offers of information 

Ex
am

pl
e i

m
ag

e 

Image A Image B 

Figure 6.14 Images depicting either processes and actions or offers for the reader  

main two 

offered 

offered
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within 

seasoning 

 

x 

Figure 6.15 An image depicting a process through left to right vectors on the image’s x axis 

shopping

y 



 

Figure 6.16 An image depicting a process of shopping through vectors on the image’s y axis 

x y Image A

z Image A 

in focus out of focus

How does the text enact a social relationship with the viewer? 

how 

subjective 
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Social distance 

main 

Image B

Image A

becomes 



 

Figure 6.17 Image from RHR: ‘Tomato Passat – Nonna’s Famous Recipe’ 

Gaze 
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Figure 6.18 Image from RHR: ‘Pork Rillette’ 

Level of involvement 

slight 

not 

types 

not



 

Figure 6.19 Image from RHR: ‘Seville Orange Marmalade’ 

Power relations 

what 
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Figure 6.20 Image from RHR: ‘Toor Dal Tadka with Chillies and Raita’ 

always 

view 

down 

down 

up 

slight 



 

neutral 

Modality 

two 

 

How is this meaning sequenced or positioned within the wider context? 

how 

Internal structure of an individual Red Hen Recipe – reading paths 



PhD Dissertation

and 

grow, cook eat. 

Figure 6.21 Reading Paths within the Red Hen Recipe 

technical functions

left to right



Figure 6.22 Narrative sequence of images within one part of a recipe 

Figure 6.23 Interactive maps and multivectoral reading paths   

x y 

z

 in out of 
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Changing digital spaces and context 

where how 

• Devices, screen sizes and a responsive system:

• Migratory main images:

Figure 6.24 Main image displayed on the RHR website map 

part of 



Figure 6.25 Main image displayed in a Facebook post 

6.2.2.4 Summary 

some 

did 



PhD Dissertation

 Stage 3: Interviews 6.2.3

all 



 

Table 6.11 Interviewees 

Participant 
Pseudonym Age M/F Characteristics 



PhD Dissertation

6.2.3.1 Participant vignettes and narrative structures 

individual

Example vignette - Louise (IV1)18 



Narrative structures and food literacy development and comparisons 



PhD Dissertation

later

all 

Phases of food literacy learning 



 

• 1st Phase – Childhood, family, home

• 2nd Phase – Shifting to independence, necessity and interest

• 3rd Phase – Adulthood, self-teaching, exploration, digital resources and the Internet



PhD Dissertation

 

6.2.3.2 Thematic coding analysis of interview transcripts 

Chapter 7:

Overview 



Concerns, interests and motivations 

Survey I

de facto 

ought de jure 

all 
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Table 6.12 Overview of Thematic Analysis of Interview Transcripts 

No. Major Theme and 
Analytic Focus Subsidiary Themes Description 

1 

•
•
•
•
•
•

2 

•
•

•
 

3 

•

•

4 

•

•

5 

•
•
•

•

6 

•

•

•

7 

•
•
•

•

•
•

unique specific 

all and  



 

Pragmatic motivations: Ease, Simplicity, Availability and Convenience (80 References; 9 

interviewees) 

Survey I, 

 

based

had  

Economic and Commercial Factors (48 references; 8 interviewees) 

Survey I
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Peter:  

Eloise: Harris Farm 
Imperfect Eggplant?



 

Ethical, social and environmental concerns (47 references; 9 interviewees) 

Survey I.

Eloise:  

David:  



PhD Dissertation

growth 
hormone? Or… yep

um
yeah?

Culture and History (18 references; 5 interviewees) 

how 

own 



 

Taste (45 references; 9 interviewees) 
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Looks and appearance (17 refs; 6 interviewees) 

David: 

  

Researcher:  



 

David:  

Health (20 references; 5 interviewees) 

yeah
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Contexts and spaces for learning 

Survey I.

Survey I. 

more 

create 



ad hoc

People and social interactions 

personal 

Personal and familial interactions 
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Hendricks: 

Sarah: 

Commercial interactions 



not 

Interactions with educational networks (9 refs; 4 interviewees) 

Annie: 
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Technologies and Information Resources (216 references; 9 people) 



Information Resources 

may 

• Recipes (33 refs; 9 interviewees)

all

Peter:

and 

Zoya:
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Chapter 4

Researcher: 

Eloise: 

• Celebrity chefs and food philosophies (28 refs; 4 interviewees)



The Naked Chef. 

Eloise:

ought 
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• Documentaries, television series and radio (10 refs; 5 interviewees)

within 

Food Inc. Forks Over Knives 

Eloise: 
Forks over Knives



• Blogs  (26 refs; 5 interviewees)

Survey I

food

all 

learning

Researcher: 

Annie: 
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Eloise: 

Researcher: 

Eloise:

• Traditional written resources: books, journals, printed news (11 refs; 3 interviewees)



 

• Labels (8 refs; 4 interviewees)

Survey I
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Technologies 

• Social Media  (42 refs; 6 interviewees)

Louise: 

addicted

had

this is emphasized not in a good way

e.g. others’ recipes



Hendricks: 

All  

• Google and the wider web (20 refs; 6 interviewees)
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• Other online platforms (7 refs; 3 interviewees):

Hendricks: 

Hendricks: 



 

• Participant Devices (56 refs; 9 interviewees)

within

and 

several

Specific devices for specific purposes 

all 

all

‘On hand’ devices 
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Peter:

Eloise:

Table 6.13 Specific references to technologies and activities used in the RHR process 

Device Activities or Uses 

Description No. of 
people 

Desktop and laptop 
computers 

19 refs

written 9
 

 9
 

Mobile phones 
16 refs

Digital cameras 
10 refs

Tablet computer 
8 refs

Large monitor screen 
1 ref



 

• Software (10 refs; 6 interviewees)

Emotions, self-identity and self-efficacy 

what 

Self identity as a relational concept 

relate 

all use

relation

only their 

Identity roles, self-efficacy and play (27 refs; 7 interviewees) 
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playing 

italicised 

Annie:
 a ‘foodie’

Eloise: a baker 

Katherine: a big gardener 
 

Louise: 

find out 

Louise:



Hendricks: 

David: 

I 

Annie: 

Emotions – likes, dislikes, feelings 
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Processes and Praxis 

how 

 

Approaches to learning about food 

• Flicking between resources

Louise: 

in this example the participant refers to taking photos of 
her own cooking



• Balancing and blending habit and novelty:

always 

used 

ad hoc 

trying 
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• Repetition and adaption

repeated 

• Consciousness and awareness

David: 

Sarah: 



Semiotic choices and approaches to meaning making within the RHR 

David:  

what why’ 

• Awareness of readers and audience (20refs; 8 interviewees)

Louise: 

David: 
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and 

• Representation and aesthetics in visual images

Hendricks: 

Louise: 
work surface

 



Hendricks: 
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• Choice of media: text, image, video

Annie:

Zoya:  



• Content curation and bricolage

David: 

Sarah: 

Learner outcomes from the Red Hen Recipes project 

throughout



PhD Dissertation

completed 

Table 6.14 Summary of learner opportunities and challenges 

Question asked of the data Theme No. of refs No. of 
interviewees 

O
pp

or
tu

ni
tie

s 

1) What did participants 
learn?

8

12  

2

2) How did participants 
learn?

3) What did participants 
like? 

C
ha

lle
ng

es
 

4) What were the main 
learner challenges?  

5) What did participants 
dislike? 



1) What did participants learn?

• Knowledge – learning about food (30 refs; 8 int)

David: 

Louise: 
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• Reflection – learning about myself (12 refs; 6 int)

Louise:  

Sarah: 

Zoya: 

• Skills – learning a skill (2 refs; 2 int)

David:

2) How did participants learn?

how 

creating 



 

• Conversation and participatory elements (47 refs; 9 int)

Peter:
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• Exploration, investigation, inquiry and discovery (31 refs; 4 int)

Louise: 

• Awareness (21 refs; 8 int) and reflection (9 refs; 6 int

Sarah: 



 

• Creating something (10 refs; 5 int)

Sarah:  

Eloise: 

bricolage, 

3) What did participants like?

4) What were the main learner challenges?
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• Time (31 refs; 7 int)



 

• Difficulties in sourcing information for the RHR activity (27 refs; 5 int)

Eloise:

5) What did participants dislike? (13 refs; 6 int)
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Affordances and constraints of the RHR project (20 refs; 8 int) 

Zoya:

Katherine:

this prior 

6.2.3.3 Interviews analysis – summary 

Survey I



6.2.4 Stage 4: Survey II 

6.2.4.1 Overview 

Survey I Survey II

did not 
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Table 6.15 Survey design and responses 

Section Responses 

all 

why 

6.2.4.2 Not creating a Red Hen Recipe 

Survey II

If you did NOT create a Red Hen Recipe briefly 

explain why’. 

• S1 

• S2 

• S3 

• S4



6.2.4.3 Creating a Red Hen Recipe 

had also

 Similarities and Differences between RHR and existing praxis  

 

Differences (19 refs) 

Similarities (4 refs) 

how 



PhD Dissertation

Technology use in creating the Red Hen Recipe 

Appendix 16

Multiple devices used sequentially and in tandem 

all

and 

Different devices for different tasks 



• Photo and Video Footage - typically mobile

both 
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 D
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Table 6.16 Excerpt of findings and thematic analysis around mobile device use and task performance in creating the RHR 

Task  
 (no. of people) 

Reasons 

Themes  Refs Excerpt 

Taking photos 
(9) 

•

•

•

•

•

•

Taking video 
(1) 

•

Writing text 
(1) •

Uploading recipe 
(1) 

•



 

• Written content and recipe upload – typically less-mobile devices

 

Common themes 

• Ease and convenience (21 refs)



PhD Dissertation

• Access and ownership (6 refs)

• The role of context and environment (5 refs)

Creating, designing and writing the recipe 



What did you want the reader to learn or take away from reading/viewing your recipe/s? 

do 

Survey I

Did you edit your photos and/or video? If you did edit your photos and/or video, briefly 

say what you did and why.  

in situ, 
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Describe the ways you tried to engage the reader/viewer in your recipe 

engage 

Learning outcomes 

Did you find researching and creating a Red Hen Recipe easy or difficult? Why? 



 

In creating a RHR what did you learn about where your food came from? 

creating 

creating 

What else did you learn or experience? 
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Affordances of creating a Red Hen Recipe 

 

Table 6.17 Affordance of creating a Red Hen Recipe 

Creating a Red Hen Recipe let me… No. 
Responses 

Respondents  −  
Non Responses 

% (n= 13) 

13 

12 

12 

11 

10 

9 

9 

8 

0 

6.2.4.4 Learning in the Red Hen Recipes project 



Similarities and differences between RHRs and existing praxis 

both 

Different approach or structure (13 refs) 

how 
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Information type (10 refs) 

Community and participatory aspects (7 refs) 

 

Learner outcomes 

 



What recipes were memorable and what did people learn from them? 

What did people learn or experience? 

solely 
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• Food origins and the food system (19 references; 15 people)

specific 

how 

• Cooking (15 references; 13 people)



• Community and participatory aspects (13 references; 8 people)

How did people describe this learning? 

what 
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doing trying reflecting 

thinking 

6.2.4.5 Likes, dislikes and other comments 

Likes 



Table 6.18 What people liked about the RHR project 

Main theme Refs Subsidiary Themes/ Descriptors Excerpt 

Project’s design 
and affordances 17 

Human and 
participatory 

aspects 
10 

I could be a bit 
creative 

Technology 3 

General likes 2 
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Dislikes   

Other comments 

 

6.3 Impact assessment 

inwards 



 

outwards 

6.3.1 Website usage 

6.3.1.1 Audience and reach 

users meaningful

beyond 
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6.3.1.2 Acquisition 

6.3.1.3 Technology use 

and 

6.3.1.4 Behavior and popular content 

main All 



single creating 

6.3.2 Facebook 

Figure 6.26 Red Hen Recipes Facebook Page 

6.3.2.1 Audience and reach 

reach 
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6.3.2.2 Posts and engagement 



 

Figure 6.27 Global reach via Facebook 

Figure 6.28 Types of content and types of engagement   
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 Extended participant engagement 6.3.3



 

Figure 6.29 Blog post: School Gardens Harvesting Health

6.4 Chapter Summary 

who 

Chapter 



PhD Dissertation

8: Conclusions
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Chapter 7: Reflections on the Red Hen Recipes 
Project and the role of the researcher 



 

7.1 Chapter introduction 

7.2 Community creation and researcher-
participant interactions 

 Changes in participation over project duration 7.2.1
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 Individuals who did not complete the project 7.2.2

 Interest versus participation 7.2.3



 

 Characteristics of informal learning 7.2.4
communities 

informal

7.3 Technical and resource limitations 

 Handling images and multimedia content 7.3.1
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 Social media integration: Facebook, Twitter, 7.3.2
Pinterest & Disqus 

within

 Balancing custom development and pre-7.3.3
existing code use in early development 



7.4 Managing versus researching – looking 
outwards and inwards 

in 



PhD Dissertation

Chapter 6)

 



7.5 Thematic coding and data analysis 

how 

 Code utility and data representation 7.5.1

in vivo
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 Pre-existing codes and future interpretations 7.5.2



7.6 Researcher’s daily practice 

Creating Red Hen Recipes 

what 
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Mobile Device Use 

•

•

•

7.7 Chapter summary 

Chapter 5

Chapter 6
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and future work 



 

8.1 Chapter introduction 

across 

8.2 Findings – overview and validity 

Validation through multiple methods 

, 

Chapter 4

Data saturation of key themes 



PhD Dissertation

Case study completeness 



 

Table 8.1  Summary of findings 

Preliminary 
Study 

1 farm field 
study/interview 

& 
5 interviews 

•

•

•

• not

• where how 

•

Survey I 
32 surveys 

•

•

•

Multimodal 
Analysis 
23 recipes 

•

•

•
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Interviews 
9 interviews 

•

•

•

•

•

Survey II 
19 surveys 

•
• did not complete a recipe

• different 

•

•
•



 

Impact 
Assessment  

Web Analytics 
Facebook 
Analytics 

Participant 
involvement  

•

•
•

•

Researcher 
Reflections 

12 NVivo 
memos 

47 diary entries 
1 hand written 

diary  

•

•
•
•
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8.3 Revisiting the research questions 

Chapter 4

Figure 8.1 Progressive Focusing – the research questions deepen and change over time 



 

 Research Question 1: The Impact of the RHR 8.3.1
project on participants’ food literacy 

RQ1:

what extent 

design

going

8.3.1.1 Designed learning  



PhD Dissertation

something where 

imagine 

outside 

unable

standardized 

conventional needs

8.3.1.2 Individualized learner outcomes 

per se

inviting 



external 

type 

outside 

 Participation inequality in online communities 8.3.1.2.1

created viewed 

viewed 
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 Research Question 2: Food literacy acquisition 8.3.2
and mobile learning 

RQ2:

part 

extend

same 

8.3.2.1 Lifelong learning 

largely



Chapter 6 

self-directed

not 

this 

all 
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Figure 8.2 Self-direction and the shift towards information resources and technologies 

8.3.2.2 Constructed, situated, and variable 

Chapter 5



Chapter 5 how 

content 

structure. 

active 

Chapter 6

8.3.2.3 Habit and transformation 

all 
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may

Figure 8.3 Habitual and transformative practices for managing lifelong learning  

Chapter 5

Chapter 6)



may 

new 

create 

8.3.2.4 Situations and Contexts 
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The Meaning of Adult Education, 

created 

learning 

interactions 

inform

become 

learning experience 



specific specific

Figure 8.4 Learner generated contexts within daily lived-experiences 



PhD Dissertation

where 

purchase buy 

8.3.2.5 Time – Learner challenges, slow learning and Internet 
culture 

making 



Slow Food 

Movement 

8.3.2.6 People, community and participation 



PhD Dissertation

for others

create for 

Conversational learning 

externalizing 

Peter: 

Civic participation 



publics, 

different

8.3.3 Research Question 3: Mobile devices and the 
wider ICT Ecology 

RQ3:



PhD Dissertation

8.3.3.1 ‘Probes’, ‘Satellites’, and ‘Mission Control’ 

no matter what specific technology is used

across 

relational



in relation 

in relation 

satellite probe 

mission control hub

and 

appropriated
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Figure 8.5 An aerospace metaphors for describing mobile technologies and their relational properties 

M
et

ap
ho

r 

‘Mission Control’ ‘Satellite’ ‘Probe’ 

n. n. . n. 

 

Le
ar

ni
ng

 P
ot

en
tia

l o
f t

he
 

M
ob

ile
 C

on
tin

uu
m

 

Less 
mobile

More 
mobile



8.3.3.2 Disruptive 

create 
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8.3.3.3 Learner agency  

Zoya: 

across 

create consume 

human 



 

 Research Question 4: Mobile meaning making 8.3.4

RQ4:

creating consuming 

across 

8.3.4.1 Constructivist pedagogies and open settings 

Chapter 5: 

creating 

seek
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Chapter 6

Chapter 6: 

how 



8.3.4.2 Performance, conversation and polyphony 

Chapter 6: 

Chapter 6: 

Chapter 7: 

Chapter 6: 

Chapter 7: 

Chapter 6: 

for others, 

with others,  others Chapter 6: 

. Chapter 6: 
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8.3.4.3 (Re)inventing identity and the concept of multiple 
selves 

Chapter 6: 



both 

and 

inter alia

8.3.4.4 Experience, ‘writing’ and reflection 

created 
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creating

8.3.4.5 Multimodality – the learner as designer 

All 



Chapter 6

designers writers. 
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8.4 The significance of this study 

and 

positions 

 Contributions 8.4.1

fundamental

Basic Research:
Applied Research:



Conversational and ecological concepts of mobile learning 

Informal learner cohorts  

informal 

Food literacy acquisition 

Mobile technologies and the continuum of devices 
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Chapter 3

Slow learning philosophy 



Applications of a multimodal analytic approach  

educator’s 

Educational food project: infrastructure and technologies  

Appendix 1

8.4.2 Limitations 



PhD Dissertation

A ‘snapshot’ of a nascent food literacy project and technology 

nascent 

Food literacy acquisition and the limits of narrative analysis 

Chapter 5 Chapter 6

Who does and who does not speak in participatory communities? 

Chapter 6: 



able 

all 

A single researcher study 
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Chapter 7

Limitations of informal and incidental learning 

Data – suggestions and limitations 

outside 



Chapter 6

Multimodal Analysis 
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8.5 Future work 

Disseminating findings: journals and blog 

Extension of the project to other voices 

Follow-up studies of the existing project 



Re-purposing or redesign of the RHR project for other learners 

Chapter 2

(see Pettit & 

Kukulska-Hulme 2007)

Further multimodal analysis 
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8.6 Last words and final thoughts 

ongoing

The Ascent of Man. 
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Addendum 

public 



Jessica Frawley 
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Appendix 2: Preliminary tudy ( ) – Rural 
ieldwork  



2.1 Interview Questions 

and 

what 

Farm 

-
-

Chickens 

-
-
-
-

Connecting with the consumer 

-
-
-
-

Workday 

-
-



2.2 Interview excerpt 

Interview: FARMER (INTERVIEW EXCERPT) 

Interviewer: (J) 

Female, 27, research student 

Date:

Interviewee: Bea (B)

Female, 55-65, Farmer, previously worked as a nurse and secretary 

Time:

Location:  Duration: 

 

Type: 

Comments: semi-transcribed.

Important themes in vivo
Additional themes: 
Repeated or conversational fillers: 

JF: INTRODUCTION

A: it’s interesting what you’re doing…last year I 

hadn’t had a day off for months and then my mum died and so I got a chance to go 

on a slow food tour in Italy in Turin- so I was away about 10 days or something like 

that. But I met a woman there, which I suppose ties in with what you’re doing, and 

she was a school teacher and her husband was a farmer and they also saw the huge 



disconnect between the farm…cause one of the things that really shocked me in Italy 

was all the desolate farm houses. It was awful, it’s not your nice picturesque…rooves 

off, houses falling down. No-one working the land, everything’s inside now…they’ve 

done the … 

JF:

A:

J:

A: Exactly. So it’s all about that connection…and I suppose with the stories that I put 

in the egg cartons, unbeknownst to me…I knew when we started this part of business 

says that we have to do a news letter but most of the news letters I’ve ever come 



across from anywhere are too long, they’re too boring, I haven’t got time and I can’t 

stand anything (even on the internet…with links…don’t expect me to go tramping 

off to other websites…especially when you’re on a slow connection).  I thought, for 

my purpose it was just a quick thing that a mum has to be able to open the egg 

carton, see it there, have enough time to see it there, read it, read it in a minute and 

not burn the dinner. So that’s how that part of it started, and it was an intentional 

way of trying to connect…because we don’t do any wholesaling at the moment: it’s 

with the chefs or with the retailers that sell to the customer… 

Aw…um…quite a number of IGA stores, we don’t touch the big boys…um and 

then in Berrima the restaurant there now wants our for cooking and retail and 

they’re doing quite well with the retail…and because it’s so diverse in town they get 

different cliental



 

2.3 Field notes and photos 



Mini interviews 
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Appendix 5: urvey  
(Instrument) 





Red Hen Recipes REGISTRATION SURVEY 

Welcome to Red Hen Recipes
Information about this research
My name is Jessica Katherine Frawley and I am a research student at the University of Technology 
Sydney
(UTS). I am based in the Faculty of Engineering and IT and my research focuses on how we can 
use technology to learn about the agro-food system. My supervisor is Dr. Laurel Evelyn Dyson and 
my co-supervisor Dr. Jim Underwood. The title of this PhD is "The Chicken Project: mobile learning 
as a pathway to public food literacy" and the research has been approved by the UTS Human 
Research Ethics Committee (Reference No. 201300070). This is the first of two surveys. This 
survey is to be answered BEFORE you create your Red Hen Recipe. The second survey is to be 
answered AFTER you create your Red Hen Recipe. Each survey will take no more than 15 minutes. 

The purpose of this research /online survey is to find out about what you know about the food you 
buy and eat. The survey will begin by asking you to give personal details, such as your name, 
date of birth, and address. The survey will then ask you several questions about how you make 
decisions about what to eat or avoid eating. These are general questions with no right or wrong 
answer. You can change your mind at any time and stop completing the survey without 
consequences.

If you agree to be part of the research and to research data gathered from this survey to be 
published in a form that does not identify you, please continue with answering the survey 
questions. If you wish to receive a Red Hen Recipe bag please indicate this here and we will send 
one to you on completion of both surveys. 

If you have concerns about the research that you think I or my supervisor can help you with, 
please feel free to contact either me or my principle supervisor Dr. Laurel E. Dyson via email:

- Jessica Frawley: Jessica.Frawley@uts.edu.au
- Dr. Laurel E. Dyson: Laurel.E.Dyson@uts.edu.au

If you would like to talk to someone who is not connected with the research, you may contact 
the Research Ethics Officer on 02 9514 9772 or Research.ethics@uts.edu.au and quote this 
number 2013000702.

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this survey and research project.

Part 1: About Me
First Name

Family Name

Sex
Male 
Female 
Would rather not say 

Age

Country



Email address

Number of children or dependents at home

What are your hobbies and interests?

Occupation

Part 2: Food and me
Where do you get your food for home consumption? (e.g. in a regular month)
Select all that apply

The Big Supermarkets (e.g. Coles, Woolworths) 
IGA 
Aldi 
Farmers markets 
Specialist online ordering services (e.g. Farmers' Direct) 
Health food shops 
Specialist shops (e.g. butcher, baker, fish shop, greengrocer, deli) 
Speciality supermarket (e.g. Harris Farm, Thomas Dux) 
Grow my own 
Food co-op 
Picking wild foods (e.g. wild fruits or vegetables) 
Fishing or hunting 
Dumpster diving 

Other: 

For each place that you source your food from, briefly explain why you choose to
source your food from these places (e.g. supermarkets for convenience and tinned
goods, farmers markets for speciality goods etc.)



In an average week, how often do you cook food from scratch?
(e.g. not ready-meals, pre-made sauces, cake mixes)

Never 
1-2 times a week
3-4 times a week
5-6 times a week
Everyday

If yes, why do you cook?
Select all that apply.

Enjoyment/Fun 
To know what is "in" my food 
Health or diet 
Because I have to 
To get nicer food 
To save money 

Other: 

How did you learn to cook?
Select all that apply.

Cooking classes 
School 
TV cooking shows 
Learnt from family 
Learnt from friends 
Self-taught (e.g. recipe books, magazines, information on the internet, food blogs,

experimenting, etc.) 
Online tutorials (e.g. YouTube) 

Other: 

Do you, or have you ever sourced your own food from scratch?
E.g. growing herbs or vegetables, foraging, bee keeping, fishing etc.

No 
Yes 

If yes, briefly describe what food you sourced and your reasons for doing so.

What do you use to find out about the food you are eating or buying?
Select all that apply.

Recipe books 
TV Cooking show 
Recipe websites 
Food blogs 



Mobile apps. 
Food Labels 
Books or magazines 
Social Media (e.g. Twitter and Facebook) 
Agricultural publications or websites 
Specific social food groups (e.g. clubs, organisations) 

Other: 

I DO NOT eat the following food types...
Please select the foods you DO NOT eat.

Meat 
Fish and seafood 
Eggs 
Dairy (e.g. milk, cheese) 
Vegetables 
Beans and pulses (e.g. lentils, beans) 
Fruit 

Other: 

Why do you NOT eat these foods or food types?
(e.g. dietary, religious, ethical, taste or health reasons)

When shopping for food I am interested in food that is...
Tick all that apply.

Free-range 
GM Free 
Organic 
Grass-fed 
Locally grown 
In season 
Hormone free 
Low-fat 
Low sugar 
Low salt 
Fairtrade 
Biodynamic 
Vegetarian 
Vegan 

Other: 



Are you a commercial food producer, supplier or retailer?
(e.g. a farmer, artisanal producer, shop owner etc.)

Yes 
No 

If you are a commercial food producer briefly explain how you currently promote your
produce with members of the public?
E.g. do you talk to people in store or at farmer's markets, do you organise farm tours, share
photos, have a website or a Facebook page etc.

Part 3: Red Hen Recipes
What interested you in the Red Hen Recipes project?

Part 4: My technologies
Which of the following devices do you own?
Tick all that apply.

Mobile phone 
Desktop computer 
Laptop 
Tablet (e.g. iPad, Nexus 7, Microsoft Surface) 
Digital camera 
E-book reader (e.g. Kindle, Nook)

Why are you interested in shopping for these food types?



Streaming Media Device (e.g. Apple TV, Roku) 
Radio 
TV 

Other: 

Can you access the internet from your mobile device (e.g. mobile phone or tablet)?
Yes 
No 
Don't know 

What do you use your mobile phone for?
Select all that apply.

Phone calls 
Video calls 
Text (SMS) 
Email 
Social networking (e.g. Facebook, Twitter) 
Surfing the internet (e.g. Google, Wikipedia etc.) 
Watching online video (e.g. YouTube) 
Downloading music or video (e.g. iTunes) 
Reading eBooks 
GPS and maps 
Playing games 
Taking photos 
Making videos 
Recording sound 
Writing blogs 
Sharing photos and/or videos (e.g. by uploading to Facebook, Youtube, or a Blog) 

Other: 

If you have a tablet (e.g. iPad) what do you use this for?
Select all that apply.

Voice calls (e.g.Skype) 
Video calls 
Instant messaging 
Email 
Social networking (e.g. Facebook, Twitter) 
Surfing the internet (e.g. Google, Wikipedia etc.) 
Watching online video (e.g. YouTube) 
Downloading music or video (e.g. iTunes) 
Reading eBooks 
GPS and maps 
Playing games 
Taking photos 
Making videos 
Recording sound 
Writing blogs 
Sharing photos and/or videos (e.g. by uploading to Facebook, Youtube, or a Blog) 

Other: 



Part 5: Availability
Please indicate whether you would be interested in participating in interviews at 
a future stage of this research project.

Yes, I do not mind being contacted for interview 
No thank-you, I would prefer to only do surveys 

Part 6: Additional comments
If you have any additional comments, suggestions, or concerns, please write them
here.

Part 7: Postal Address
Thank-you for your time in completing this survey. By creating a Red Hen Recipe and 
participating in this research we are giving participants a free Red Hen hessian shopping bag. If 
you would like to receive this, please complete your shipping address and we will send one as 
soon as the last survey or interview is complete.

Address 1:

Address 2:

City/Town:

State/Territory:

Post code:

Thank you
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this survey and for being a part of the Red Hen 
Recipe research project. If you have any further questions about this research please contact 
the researcher either on email Jessica.Frawley@uts.edu.au or by phone (+61) . 
You are free to pull out of this research at any point without consequence.





Appendix 6: Survey  
(Supplementary 





Participant Occupations 

Field Job Role No. of People Total per Field 

Professions 

Food Industry 

Commercial 
Industry 

1 

Student 

Creative Industry 

Other 

No Response 

TOTAL 32 



When shopping for food I am interested in food that is… 

Label 



Where do people source their food and why do they source their food from there? 

Q. Where do you get your food for home consumption (e.g.
in a regular month)?

Q. For each place that you source your food from, briefly explain why you choose to
source your food from these places.’

Source of Food No. of 
people 

% of 
Individuals* 
(Total = 32) 

% of 
Responses 

(Total = 135) 
Main Themes 

No. 
of 

refs 
Example of participant response 

BU
YI

N
G

 C
O

N
TE

X
TS

 

The Big Supermarkets 26 

Convenience 18 “Supermarkets for convenience and price” 
Cost, price and value 8 “I am a student so I do at times buy from potentially less-than-ideal supermarkets 

because I, frankly, can’t afford better” 
Particular 
Products 

3 “tinned food, cheap staples, junk food” 
“basics such as recycled paper goods… and a few speciality items such as Dick 
Smith, Maggie Beer”  

Good quality 1 “it’s good quality and cheap”  
Try not to use them 1 “I try to use the supermarket as minimal as possible for bread ett, as I dont think 

the quality is as good and I do feel they have a monoploly and want to support the 
smaller guys.” 

IGA 10 Convenience 4 “IGA for convenience” 
Supermarket doesn’t have it 1 “IGA – Woolies doesn’t have it” 

Aldi 6 

Convenience 4 “aldi - convenience & price” 
Cost, price 2 “I choose to go to aldi because it is also inexpensive compared with the big 

supermarkets,” 
Interesting and unusual 1 “Aldi- interesting and unusual one-off items” 

Quality 1 “Convenience and quality” 

Values and ethos 1 I heard an interesting radio program about the brothers who created the store. I am 
not sure how correct it was, but it seemed to suggest that they owners, if they do still 
own it, lived very simple lives which stands in contrast to the money that seems to be 
acquired by other leading chain CEOs and their managerial boards. I find it quite an 
interesting place because the progression/pressure of capitalist competition in this 
industry has lead to a chain becoming popular that actually provides less goods, less 
choice, so it seems as if both extreme capitalism and communism might lead to a 
reduction of social diversity. It is quite a soulless place and going to it helps me think 



that capitalism is on its way out. 

Farmers Markets 18 

Fresh 7 “Farmers markets, as I try to purchase organic and hope the produce is fresher.” 
“Farmers markets - fresh fruit/vegies” 

Method of Farming around 
product  (e.g. organic, free-
range, etc.) 

7 “organic”  
“I try to purchase organic and hope the produce is fresher” 
“good quality ethical food (eggs) and fresh gluten free bread” 

Supporting the Local 
Economy  

3 “Farmer's Markets: I believe in supporting a local economy and its better for the 
environment.” 

Particular Products 2 “Farmers markets when I’m doing a big shop for fruits and veg” 

Experience 1 “… I like to go for the morning out” 

Quality 1 Farmers markets/greengrocers – good quality produce 
Sustainability 1 “flavour and sustainability” 

Taste 1 “the food is grown carefully and tastes better” 

Specialist Online 
Ordering Services 4 

Boutique produce 2 “Specialist online ordering – for boutique ingredients…” 
“Occasionally I will see something that I want online that I can’t get locally (like 
super expensive Fortnum and Mason beans).  

Know how its grown 1 Online ordering (Bellofoodbox) - local and/or organic food directly, or almost 
directly from the grower; I get a better idea of how it's grown, a chance to support 
locals; seasonal eating Local 1 

Organic 1 

Seasonal 1 

Health Food Shops 12 
Speciality products 6 “health food shops - for specialty items that aren't as easy to find at supermarket 

eg. specialty flours” 
Convenience 1 Convenience and quality 

Quality 1 Convenience and quality 

Specialist Shops (e.g. 
Butcher, Baker, Fish 
Shop, Greengrocer 

etc.) 

25 

Quality 7 “Butcher & Seafood – better quality” 
“Speciality stores because I like gourmet items and I find the groceries there of a 
better quality”  

Particular food or product 6 Local butcher for fresh meat 

Where it comes from and 
how it was made 

4 “I also visit the local butcher as we can talk to him and he is in to sustainable and 
cruelty free sourcing. Gives us confidence in where we are buying our foods.” 
“more chance to find out where it's from” 

Cost, price 3 It is also much cheaper and is not stored in plastic bags 



Supporting the Local 
Economy 

3 “Specialist shops (Greengrocer, baker, fish shop) - select own range of food; 
support a local business; more likely to be fresh; more chance to find out where it's 
from” 
“Again it supports the local economy.” 

Convenience 2 Back home in the Netherlands I would go a bakery for bread, as the selection in 
supermarkets is less diverse than it is here (also, it's closer) 
Specialist shops - I am lucky to live in walking distance to great bakeries, fruit 
shops, deli. 

Speciality Supermarket 
(e.g. Harris Farm, 

Thomas Dux) 
16 

Speciality produce 4 “fresh, high quality treats”, “they have unique brands that I like to try” 
Cost, price 3 “…quite good value also”  

“fresh vegetables and fruits with good price” 
“It may be slightly more expensive than Coles/Woollies but not by any 
significance” 

Fresh 2 I mainly go to Harris Farm as the produce is extremely fresh and seasonal. 

Convenience 2 pecialty supermarket - harris farm for convenient fresh veg 
Harris farm: close to my place, 

Quality 2 HFarm - speciality, organic, quality 

Company Values 2 I like to believe they have a commitment to community, and they are not owned by 
the larger supermarkets therefore the farmers get a better price for their product. 

Variety 2 “These shops might provide more variety of produce”. 
“Harris Farms, for example, has a better selection of organic fruits and vegetables 
and they have a great fresh fish market to choose from”  

Food Co-Op 1 - - co-op - I volunteer there! Social/organic/good value 

G
RO

W
IN

G
 O

R 
FO

RA
G

IN
G

Grow My Own 
(CURRENTLY) 12 

Herbs and Veggies 9 Grow my own mostly herbs and leafy greens for convenience and to feel good. 

Commercial farmer 1 I rear my own meat so I generally a good supply of that in the freezer. 

No response 2 - 

Picking Wild Foods 
(e.g. Wild Fruits or 

Vegetables) 
2 

Close to nature 1 Wild food foraging - closer to nature 

- 1 Wild food - finding roadside or abandoned fruit trees; harvesting some wild herbs 
(like stinging nettle for iron) from which to make tea. 

Fishing or Hunting 2 
Fresh 1 “My roommates boyfriend goes fishing every other week and always brings us 

fresh catch, which is the type of fish I prefer to eat most of the time” 
Delicious 
Enjoyment 

1 
1 

 “Coastal hunting - delicious enjoyment” 



Dumpster Diving 1 

Organic 
Healthy 

1 
1 

Dumpster Diving: I am always bringing home leftover food that cannot be sold at 
the organic shop where I work. It's organic and healthy. 

Other 4 

Food from Others (family 
or community) 

2 “Community garden”  
“My mum has an allotment and I receive some food from this.” 

Online box 1 ooooby box 

Alternative supermarket 1 Big supermarkets in Thailand are Tops, Fuji, Villa market (the Coles and 
Woolworths equivalent) 



Which of the following devices do you own? 

Device No. of 
people 

% of 
total 

(n=32) 

What do you use your mobile phone for? (Non-Internet Functions) 

What do you use your mobile 
phone for? No. % of total 

(n=32)

% of 
responses 
(n=320)



What do you use your mobile phone for? (Internet Functions ) 

What do you use your mobile 
phone for? No. % of total (n=31)



If you have a tablet (e.g. iPad) what do you use this for? 

Activity No. of 
people

% of total 
(n=19)

Usage for persons who had more than one device 

13 

3 
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Relation between recipe tags and recipe titles 

Relation between tag 
and recipe title  Definition Red Hen Example No. of 

Instances 
No. of 

Recipes 

Title Related Tags 

Repetition 

Synonymy 

Antonymy 

Meronymy 

Hyponymy 

Collocation 
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Visual Meaning Making Components for the Ideational Metafunction 
Term Description     Visual Example 

Subjective An image with perspective. 

Objective 
An image or diagram that does not have 
perspective. 

Represented 
participants 

Those people, animals, objects that are 
depicted. 

Interactive 
participants 

Those people who interact with the 
visual: the producers and the consumers. 

Vectors Direction of action 

Shapes 
Shapes used in graphs, diagrams, e.g. 
Circles, squares, triangles etc. 

Visual Meaning Making Components for the Interpersonal Metafunction 
Term Description Visual Example

Gaze 
The gaze of the represented participant 
can be a ‘Demand’ (a direct gaze) or an 
‘Offer’ (no direct gaze). 

Framing 
Close, Medium, Long Shot etc. indicate 
the level of intimacy enacted between 
image and interactive participants. 

Horizontal angle 
(Level of 

involvement) 

The horizontal angle indicates the level 
of detachment or involvement enacted 
between what is represented and the 
interactive participant. 

Vertical angle 
(Level of power) 

The  angle indicates the level of power 
enacted between what is represented and 
the interactive participant. 

(Adapted from Kress and van Leeuwen 2006) 
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Overview of Interview Participants  

Participan

t Name1 

Age Sex Occupation Duration of 

interview 

Time of Interview Context of Interview2 

Interview Time  hh:mm:ss 
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SECTION 1: Existing practices and an in-depth extension of the survey 

Obtaining Food 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



Preparing Food 

•

•

•

•

Learning About Food 

•

•

•

•

SECTION 2: Red Hen Recipe Practice 

Early idea 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Feedback and reflections 

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Interview 1: Louise4 (F, 26-30, Full Time University Student) 
Date: 

Time: 

Audio Recording Duration:

Social Context: 

Time Person Script 

J: kay

Louise

touches

L:  

J: 

L: 

J: 

J: 

L: 



J: 

L:  

J: but we don’t have to stick to them

L: OK

1:31 J: Um:::  and as I’ve said before it’s all confidential? (.0.5) and 

anonymised? (.0.5)  

1:37 L: Cool? (.) [yeah [ O:kay? (.) I’ll do my best (.) [laughter]

1:38 J: Um:er:::alright (.) so just to start (.) so in your own words 

describe (.1) er (.) how you shop or think about purchasing food 

each week (.) Where do you go and why? 

1:53 L: O::kay (.1) ummmm well (.0.5) lately I’ve been going to the 

Organic Markets (.1) [ umm [ at Frenchs Forest (.) and quite 

early ‘cause usually if you go any later than say 9 [am] it’s really 

really busy (.) so:: the other day I went there about 7:30 (.) still 

quite busy but you could still go through without it being too 

hectic (.) um and plus there was all like a lot more stuff available 

too? (.) Um so:: they have like loads of stuff from like you know 

(.) fruit and veg (.) umm to smoothies (.) which I’m addicted to! 

Umm and like bread, croissants (.) and whatnot but um:: like 

that’s where I got the Corella Pears from? so they were 

gor:geous, Um:: (.1) and [ 

J: [And so what made you start or decide to start shopping there? (.) 

Or getting food from there? [ 



02:43 L: My family actually (.) like mum and my other sister (.) usually 

go there for the fresh fruit and vegetables (.) Um:: and like (.) I 

normally wouldn’t really think about it except by um:: from like 

reading Jamie Oliver books (.) he’s like really wanting us to get 

organic food (.) and usually I shop at say Woolworths and stuff 

(.) but sometimes you can’t find like the special ingredients (.) 

And I think also like the maize flour that I um (.) used in the 

Rosemary and Pear cake (.) was actually (.) like (.) from a health 

food shop (.) so like it’s interesting (.) cause because when I was 

reading the recipe I was like- “where do you get cornmeal from? 

I’ve never heard of this before”  so it really makes you look and 

explore different options… other than Woolworth and Coles and 

whatever.  

J: OK (.) um (.) and just cause you’ve touched on it (.) just because 

you brought it up (.1) in your own words describe where you first 

came up with the idea for your red hen recipe 

L: Um:: (.1) oh:: (.0.5) ah ok (.) tough question so I had no idea 

what to do (.) because (.) er: like I have (.) um (.) I have a lot of 

things that we grow in the backyard? and I was actually was 

discussing this with my, my sister? and she said to me (.) “why 

don’t you do pear and rosemary?” and I had never heard of pear 

and rosemary as a sort of ingredient together so I thought that 

would be really interesting and I had rosemary (.) I grow that (.) 

and the pears I love but I literally was actually thinking of using 

tinned pears which aren’t really organic, so that was how I 

decided to go to the organic markets. 

J: OK (.) hmm (.) and you chose (.) I mean you could have chosen 

pears or rosemary or eggs or sugar or maize(.0.5) why 

specifically pears? Why that ingredient [to trace]?  



04:37 L: Oh:: well that was actually in the recipe that I Googled to look up 

(.) Pear and (.hh) Pear and Rosemary combinations (.) and I was 

searching for one for muffins? which was interesting but it had a 

whole 25 other ingredients which I thought was complicated 

(hh.). So the one that I chose was through:: real, simple dot com 

[[realsimple.com]] umm(.)ahh and I thought oh this was really 

good because it didn’t have like (.) umm (.h) like (.) it was just- 

mix it in bowls (.h) it wasn’t like “use a Mixmaster or anything 

like that” (.) so it was extremely simple, and it only took, like you 

know? roughly about fifteen minutes preparation time or 

something (.h) and then (h.) whack it in the oven for about forty 

five minutes (.) So it was really really simple. 

05:13 J: so how did you find that particular recipe? (.) You just did a 

Google search? 

L: um yeah I did a Google search (.) ummm (.) yeah, just like 

perused through everything (.) and it was sort of difficult trying 

to chose which recipe until (.h) like I said (h.) the simplicity of 

this one (.) yeah (.) was really what caught my eye.  

05:37 J: Now If this recipe was online- what did you (.) how did you 

access it- did you search for it on a mobile phone? Laptop? Did 

you:: print it off? Like? (.1)  

L: Oh ok yeah (.) so ok I Googled it through my computer (h.) and 

then um (.) I saved it to my favourites [laughter] [hmm [ and then 

(.) er (.) yeah I printed it off (.) I think (.) and um sort of (.) sort 

of (.) went (.) went through it (.) I actually (.) for the website I 

had to rewrite it ‘cause it was in American (.1) sort of (.) 

Fahrenheit and it had like um? “use eight tablespoons of butter” 

which I thought was really (.) kind of confusing [hmm (.) [ so I 

ended up (.) like (.) redoing (.) that part for like (.) for like 

Australian people?  

J: Oh::O:kay (.) oh I didn’t realize (.) hmm (.) that you’d sort of (.)

L: Yeah (.) I sort of  [yeah [ 

J: Sort of rewrote it for [adapted it [ for this audience



06:23 L: Yeah so I sort of adapted it (.) but (.) so I didn’t want to steal this 

person’s recipe (.) so I’m like “It’s actually by this person” and I 

just like (.) wrote “adapted” on the website so.  

06:29 J: Did you? Um change (.) [hmm:: [ apart from changing the way 

the measurements were described? Did you do any other 

adaptions? Or? 

06:36 L: Um (.) the other adaption is changing it from “cornmeal” to 

“maize”? [hmm [ which I think? is the same thing? Um, when I 

went to the health food [[shop]] and actually asked them (.) when 

like I couldn’t find the cornmeal she said “use maize” (.) which I 

think is pretty much the same thing. [yep [ but I changed the 

wording from Cornmeal (.) I think? to Maize or wrote “cornmeal 

OR maize” in the recipe. 

06:57 J: Um, so then when you thought “OK I’m going to trace the pear

and where it (.) where the pears (.) came from” (.) um:er how did 

you go about finding out where  it was grown (.) [hmm [ like 

what did you do? When you went to the markets?  

07:13 L: Um there’s so many different stores when it comes to fresh fruit 

and veg (.) and I was wandering past one (.) which was quite 

large (.) and had, like lots of stuff [hmm [ And I actually went 

there twice! So the first weekend I bought the pears [hmm [ and 

then I was a bit like “I wasn’t sure what I was doing” so then I 

asked you about (.) about what questions I should be asking 

[hmm [ and so then like (.) last week  (.) then I went again and 

spoke to this one lady who was giving out tasters? [hmm hmm [ 

so we like have three dollar rockmellon [ yeah [ and apples? [yep 

[ because they are actually hugely invested in selling apples? as 

well as pears. Um and then she pointed me out to this other lady 

who (.) was like (.) a bit older and obviously knows everything 

about [hmm [ the place and I think she was maybe one of the 

owners and she seemed really chatty (.) so she gave me a lot of 

information about how the business grows and all of the other 

stuff they’re into (.) like:: the biodynamic?? Or whatever? 



[yeah?? [ [[laughter]] like all that stuff! There was actually a 

really cool sign and I wanted to take a photo of it [hmm [ but it 

wasn’t there this week (.) so I was like (.) ooh umm she gave me 

the information about the waxing that I put (.) um (.) on the 

website (.) which was really great.  

08:28 J: Um Now (.) how did you capture this (.) er (.) [hmm [ 

information you’re getting? um (.) you took a photo? [yeah I took 

a photo [ or did you take several photos? [I took [ and choose?  

08:36 L: I took one photo (.) which was actually quite good because it had 

the ‘Pineview Orchard’ [[sign]] and the mobile number [yeah ?[ 

on the sign (.) which was cool(.) um and that sort of got most of 

the produce in the photo (.) [yeah [ um and then I (.) then 

basically (.) the other photos were taking of the method [yep [ of 

my um recipe (.) um:: [and when you? [ I possibly could have 

taken more? photos of? (.) yeah. (.)  

08:59 J: And (.) and when you were at the markets (.) did you take notes?

Or did you just remembered the key bits? 

L: I just remembered the key bits (.) yeah (.) [yeah [ yeah (.) Um I 

felt so odd going there and kind of going “oh can you tell me all 

this information about your stuff” but she was quite happy 

[yeah? [ to sort of tell me about everything and also I tried to get 

away (.) like (.) three times and she just kept telling me 

information (.) which was great (.) you know? (.) for her (.) so:: 

09:25 J: When you’ve been to the markets before? [uhhuh [ do you? (.) 

normally ask about (.) er? [[where food came from]]  

09:31 L Um (.) I haven’t been in a while (.) because of Uni [[University]] 

(.) mainly (.) so:: so I used to really get my stuff from 

Woolworths? Umm:: and just try and mark out the organic 

chicken in the freezer section (.) [yeah ? [ as Jamie Oliver told us 

to do (.) because I’m obsessed with him (.) [yeah? [ ((laugher)) 
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David (IV2) 



Zoya (IV3) 



how 

Annie (IV4) 



Peter (IV5) 

Womens Weekly 



how how 

Sarah (IV6) 



Hendricks (IV7) 



Katherine (IV8) 

Food Inc. 



what 

Eloise (IV) 
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Reviewer Expertise 

Supervisor 
Meetings 

•

•
•
•
•

Expert 

Review 

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•



Feedback from 4th Iteration of Expert Review 
Introduction 

Overview of trends in Expert Review 

•
•

•
“

•

Breakdown 

Reviewer 5



Reviewer Feedback and Implementation 
Section/Question no. Reviewer Feedback Implementation 

#6i:

#6ii: 

#6iii:

#6iv: 

Accept #6i: 

Accept #6ii 

Reject #6iii 

Accept #6iv 

#8 Reject #8

#6: 

#3i: 

#3ii: 

Accept #6 

Reject #3i: 

Reject #3ii: 



#4: Reject #4 

#6: Accept #6 

#9i: 
#9ii:  

Reject #9i 
Accept #9ii  

#3: 

#6: 

#9: 

Accept #3 – 

Accept #6  

Accept #9

#6: 
 

Accept #6 

 #9: 
 

Reject #9: 
 

#6i:

#6ii: 
#9: 

#6i
#6ii
#9: 

#6: Reject #6
#6: 
#9: 

Reject #6
Accept #9: 

#5:
#6i: 
#6ii: 

Reject #6i-6ii

#9: #9: 



#5:

#3:

#8 Reject #8: 

#5:
#5: 

#9: 

#8

#5:
#9’s

Accept #9: 

Accept #8: 

#5:

#9: 



#3:

#9:

#3:

Reject #3 & #9:

#9i:

#9ii:

#8 Accept #8: 
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Red Hen Recipes Feedback Survey II

Thank you for contributing to Red Hen Recipes
Information about this research
This is the final survey of the Red Hen Recipes Project. This survey is to be answered 
AFTER you create your Red Hen Recipe AND/OR have used the Red Hen Recipes 
website. This survey will take between 20-30 minutes to complete. 

The purpose of this online survey is to find out about how participating in this project 
engaged you in thinking about food. The survey will begin by asking you to give your 
first and last name: this is used to match your first survey with your last survey. 

The survey asks about your experience on the Red Hen Recipes project. These are 
general questions with no right or wrong answers. Additionally, if you no longer wish to 
participate in this survey, please feel free to stop at anytime. 

If you agree to be part of this research and for this survey data to be published, in a 
form that does not identify you, please continue by answering the survey questions. 

This research has been approved by the UTS Human Research Ethics Committee 
(Reference No. 201300070).

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this survey and research project.

Part 1: You and the Red Hen Project
First Name

Family Name

How many recipes did you contribute to the Red Hen Recipe website?
Select a number.

If you did NOT create a Red Hen Recipe briefly explain why.

Part 2: Creating a Red Hen Recipe
If you did NOT create a Red Hen Recipe skip this section and go to "Part 3: Using the Red Hen Recipe Website".



and/or share information about food?

2. What did you want the reader to learn or take away from reading/viewing your
recipe/s?

3. If your recipe/s included photos, which device/s did you use to take these?
Tick all that apply.

Mobile phone 
Digital camera 
Tablet (e.g. iPad, Nexus 7, Microsoft Surface) 
Laptop computer 
Desktop computer 
I used existing photos from the internet or other sources 

Other: 
ggggggg ppppppp

4. Why this device/s?
Also, if you used existing images from the internet, explain where you found this content 
and why you used it.

5. If your recipe/s included video/s, which device/s did you use to take this?
Tick all that apply.

Mobile phone 
Digital camera 
Camcorder/video camera 
Tablet (e.g. iPad, Nexus 7, Microsoft Surface) 
I used existing video from the internet or another source 
Not Applicable 

Other: 

1. How does the Red Hen Recipes experience compare to how you usually seek out



6. Why this device/s?
Also, if you used existing video from the internet, explain where you found this content and why
you used it.

7. When writing the words for my Red Hen Recipe, which device/s did you use to write
these?
Tick all that apply.

Mobile phone 
Tablet (e.g. iPad, Nexus 7, Microsoft Surface) 
Laptop computer 
Desktop computer 
I used existing content from the internet or another source 

Other: 

8. Why this device/s?
Also, if you used existing words from the internet (or elsewhere) explain where you found this
content and why you used it.

9. I uploaded my final recipe/s to the website on the following device/s:
Tick all that apply

Mobile phone 
Tablet (e.g. iPad, Nexus 7, Microsoft Surface) 
Laptop computer 
Desktop computer 

Other: 

10. Why this device/s? Why not other devices?



11. Did you edit your photos and/or video?
This may include: cropping, adjusting colour or light, etc

Yes 
No 

12. If you did edit your photos and/or video briefly say what you did and why.

13. Describe the ways you tried to engage the reader/viewer in your recipe.

14. Did you find researching and creating a Red Hen Recipe easy or difficult? Why?

15. In creating a Red Hen Recipe what did you learn about where your food came from?



16. What else did you learn or experience?

17. Creating a Red Hen Recipe let me...
Tick all that apply.

Do something creative 
Contribute to a research project 
Be part of an online community 
Learn about where my food came from 
Do something different 
Think about my own relationship with food 
Reflect on the things I do everyday but take for granted 
Share my knowledge with others 

Other: 

Part 3: Using the Red Hen Website
1. What did you find out through reading or viewing recipes on the Red Hen Recipe
website?

2. Which recipes can you remember and what did you learn from reading them?



Part 4: Likes and Dislikes
1. What did you like or dislike about the Red Hen Recipe project?

2. If you have any additional comments, suggestions, or concerns, please write them
here.

Thank you
Thank-you for taking the time to complete this survey and for being a part of the Red Hen 
Recipe research project. If you have any further questions about this research please contact 
the researcher either on email Jessica.Frawley@uts.edu.au or by phone (+61) . 
You are free to pull out of this research at any point without consequence.

Finish >  Page 1 of 1

If you have concerns about the research that you think I or my supervisor can help you with, 
please feel free to contact either me or my principle supervisor Dr. Laurel E. Dyson via email: - 
Jessica Frawley:
Jessica.Frawley@uts.edu.au - Dr. Laurel E. Dyson: Laurel.E.Dyson@uts.edu.au If you would like 
to talk to someone who is not connected with the research, you may contact the Research Ethics 
Officer on 02 9514 9772 or Research.ethics@uts.edu.au and quote this number 2013000702.

3. How does reading/viewing a Red Hen Recipe compare to how you normally learn or
find out about food?
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Device or 
Approach 

Task  
 (no. of people) 

Reason 

Themes  Refs Excerpt 

Mobile 

Taking photos 
(9) 

• 6 

•

•

•

•

•

Taking video 
(1) • 1 

Writing text 
(1) •

Uploading recipe 
(1) 

•

Digital Camera Taking photos 
(9) 

•

•

•



Taking video 
(1) 

•

•

Tablet 

Writing text 
(1) 

•

•

Uploading recipe 
(1) 

•

•

Laptop 

Writing text 
(9) 

Characteristics or Features (11)

•

•

•

•

Access and ownership (3)
•

Other Tasks  (6)

•

•

•

•

•

•



Uploading recipe 
11 

Characteristics or Features (7) 

•

•

•

•

•

Other tasks or activity (5) 

•

•

•

•

•

Desktop 

Writing recipe 
(2) 

Other tasks or activity (3)

•

•

Uploading recipe 
(3) 

•

•



Use  
Existing content 

Photos 
(2) 

Existing photos taken by participant (1) 

•

Existing photos taken from the internet (1)

•

•

Video 
(2) 

Existing photos taken from the internet (2)

•
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